
We
are

a

Creative
agency



At Fancy Pants Media Solution, we are on a mission. Everyone is guessing, 
right? In the ever-developing ocean of white noise, the Fancy Pants Media 

Solution is on a mission to protect the world from the dull advertising: the type 
that’s always on repeat and never paid attention to. We think of ourselves as 
the digital superheroes as we help solve all the problems a client has to face 

when it comes to digital marketing and advertising.
We believe in having a good time while doing what we love, and we do love 

what we do. A group of Creative & Tech Savvy Superheroes. We bring our 
expertise with full enthusiasm to Fancy Pants. Creativity with proficiency in 
technology and awareness of latest trend helps us to boost the engagement 

with people.



01Public Relation

(PR)

Celebrity Management | Brand identity | 

Press conference | CSR | Crisis 

management | Fundraising | Speech and 

Press release

At Fancy Pants Media, we 

have Solution for all your 

Marketing needs.  

02Digital Marketing

Social Media Marketing | Digital 

Audit | Influence Marketing | 

Online Campaign design | 

Content Marketing

03Development

Website Development | 

Application development | 

Software | MIS, ERP | Email, 

Hosting | Landing Page 

04Designing

Brand Identity(Logo, cards, etc) 

| Animations | Motion Graphics | 

Website wireframe | Post 

Production | Professional 

Retouch | Video Editing



05Advertisement & 

Marketing

Marketing Strategy |  | Branding 

& Promotion | Ad space | ATL, 

BTL, TTL

Other than these seven main services we do have a 

huge list of services needed for your marketing needs.

06Photography & 

Videography

Product Photoshoot | Fashion 

Photoshoot | Model 

Management | Videography | Ad 

Video | Casting.

07Printing

Media Space | Clothing design | 

pamphlet, banner, flex etc | bulk 

printing  | Custom Printing



Some of the Services which 
we can also provide…

Poster design. 

Website hosting services.

Business Email Ids.

Printing solutions.

Casting services for model photoshoots

Logo, business card designs

Payment gateway integration

Celebrity, influencer management

TV, FM, Print Media ads.



PROJECTS
#FPMS

#WebsiteDesign

To designing website from static to dynamic, single page 

to payment gateway integration is one our strength



PROJECTS
#FPMS

#ProductDesign

We design complete range of products from the scratch.



PROJECTS
#FPMS

#LogoDesign

To make your brand stand out from the others, we need to have a brand 

logo which will provide a huge no of brand recall value for the customers.



PROJECTS
#FPMS

#ContentImprovement

A very strong team of content writers helps us to improve your communication 

content which is basically talking about your brand value.



PROJECTS
#FPMS

#Design

From designing a T-shirt to Designing a poster our 

designing team is very much equipped with the latest 

gadgets & a head filled with creative ideas.
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From designing a T-shirt to Designing a poster our 
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PROJECTS
#FPMS

#PrintDesign

We design and print materials according to clients 

needs.



PROJECTS
#FPMS

#SocialMediaContent

In FPMS we put very much effect is planning & 

execution any kind of banners or pamphlet which can be 

used for any kind of social media marketing as well as 

the outdoor marketing purpose.
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Shutter & Lens 
#Shutterandlens

#PhotographyAndVideography

Shutter and lens is a part of the company, which is 

formed to do dedicated fashion & Portfolio work. 



FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY
#Shutterandlens



PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY
#Shutterandlens



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#EventPromotion

One of our old client for the event management sector, 

especially into Pune & Kolkata Market.

Rainstorm
Event 
management



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#valentinesdayCampaign

#BrandingAndPromotion

Marriott MOMO Café, we designed the campaign for 

A Special Valentines day evening event at Marriott Momo 

Café.

MARRIOTT
MOMO CAFE



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#SocialMediaMarketing

#WebsiteDevelopment

#VideoProduction

#Videography

A very famous Production house based out of 

Mumbai, One of our biggest clients for Video 

Production and social media marketing.

SHREE GURU PRODUCTIONS



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#SocialMediaPamphlet 

#Photography

OYO is a very famous brand in the hotel industry, one of 

our prestigious clients for Design & photography.

OYO



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#SocialMediaMarketing

#LandingPageDesign

#FranchiseLeadGeneration

Ghasitaram is also one of the prestigious brands for us, 

From designing the landing page to handling the social 

media and Franchise lead generation we are working 

side by side with the team.

Ghasitaram



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#WebsiteDevelopment

LEOPOLD CAFÉ is a very famous name in Food & 

Restaurant segment One of our prestigious clients for 

website design & development.

LEOPOLD 
CAFE



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#WebsiteDevelopment

Mall Constructions is a one stop name for constructions  

segment One of our prestigious clients for website 

design & development.

MALL
CONSTRUCTIONS.



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#MotionGraphics

IIFL is a financial firm  based out of Mumbai, we were 

associated with them for a motion graphics project

IIFL
Indian Infoline



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#BrandMakeover

#SocialMediaMarketing

#WebsiteDevelopment

#BrandingAndPromotion

Ardy’s formally know as “Ardeshir” is a very famous 

name in pune for Waterbottle and soft drink segment. 

One of our prestigious clients for website design, 

branding and promotion, product design and many 

more.

ARDY’S



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#WebsiteDevelopment

#SocialMediaMarketing

#BrandingAndPromotion

HOTEL S4Gis a very famous name in Food & 

Restaurant segment in Pune, Pune-Sholapur 

highway area One of our prestigious clients 

for complete branding and promotion for all 

over India for all the franchises.

HOTEL

S4G



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#WebsiteDevelopment

#SocialMediaMarketing

#BrandingAndPromotion

Shahi's Parantha House is a very famous name in Food 

& Restaurant segment in Pune, Kolhapur area One of 

our prestigious clients for complete branding and 

promotion for all over India for all the franchises.
SHAHJIS
PARANTHA
HOUSE



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#WebsiteDevelopment

#SocialMediaMarketing

#BrandingAndPromotion

India’s biggest experience center for Audio, Video and 

Automation, one of our newly added client in the firm, 

Working side by side with the team for social media 

marketing, website leads and campaign designs.

The Sound
Factor



CLIENTS
#FPMS

#WebsiteDevelopment

#SocialMediaMarketing

ShivShakti packers & Movers is a very famous name in 

Pune area, specialized into relocation & transport service 

once of our newly added client.

ShivShakti
Packers & Movers



OTHER PROJECTS



SOME OF OUR SELECTED CLIENTS




